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Abstract

We summarize our science case for a UV–Optical Space Facility that includes
a wide-field mid-UV–near-IR (190–1100 nm) dichroic camera and a far-UV
(100–175 nm) high-resolution spectrograph. We then present two possible im-
plementations for such a facility: a camera and spectrograph on a 4m-class
planet-finding mission under study as part of NASA’s presentASMCS pro-
gram, and a proposed concept for a dedicated 1.65 mStar Formation Observa-
tory. We welcome feedback from the European astronomical community.

Our aim is to conduct a comprehensiveand systematicstudy of the astrophys-
ical processes and environments relevant for the births andlife cycles of stars
and their planetary systems, and to investigate and understand the range of
environments, feedback mechanisms, and other factors thatmost affect the
outcome of the star and planet formation process. Via a 4-Tier program, we
will step out from the nearest star-forming regions within our Galaxy (Tier 1),
via the Magellanic Clouds and Local Group galaxies (Tier 2), to other nearby
galaxies out to the Virgo Cluster (Tier 3), and on to the early cosmic epochs
of galaxy assembly (Tier 4). Interpretation of the panchromatic imaging is in-
timately tied to far-UV R ∼

>30,000 spectroscopic observations. Each step will
build on the detailed knowledge gained at the previous one. Such a study,
which addresses the origins and evolution of stars, galaxies, and cosmic struc-
ture, also has direct relevance for the formation and survival of planetary sys-
tems such as our own Solar System and planets such as Earth.

This work is funded by NASA Astrophysics Strategic Mission Concept Studiesgrant

07-ASMCS07-0022 to Arizona State University (P.I. Paul Scowen).

Fig 1 – This recent HST/ACS mosaic of the Carina Nebula star formation regions (Smith 2007) exemplifies the type
of data product SFO and SFC should deliver,  but in far fewer pointings and for a larger complement of astrophy-
sically important broad- and narrow-band filters.  Moreover,  in the case of the SFC and a 4 m space telescope,  the
angular resolution attained would be higher than that of HST/ACS.

Fig 2 – Image of the 30 Doradus complex within
the LMC.  Overlayed are the field of view of the
wide-field cameras aboard HST (WFPC2, ACS,
and WFC3) and the SFO/SFC camera.

Origins: Star Formation as path from the Big Bang to People

Tier 1 — Star Formation within our Galaxy Our detailed understanding of the process
of star and planet formation still derives from a surprisingly small number of objects
that reside within the very nearest star forming regions within our Galaxy (e.g., Taurus
and Orion). Beyond those regions, our understanding rapidly becomes broad-stroke
and qualitative in nature. Even in Taurus — although we know that an accretion
disk of gas and dust forms around a growing protostar during the collapse of an in-
terstellar molecular cloud core — the detailed physics thatgovern the accretion rates,
planet formation and migration (“hot Jupiters” being extre me examples), the launch
of bipolar outflows or jets, and dissipation of the remnants of the birth cloud are all
still poorly understood. We are severely hampered by the fact that H 2, the most abun-
dant molecular gas that accounts for most of the mass, is notoriously hard to observe
in protoplanetary disks; only a few detections exist fromFUSE and HST/STIS. Also,
stars do not usually form in isolation. Our grasp of the complex interplay between an
array of astrophysically important parameters, and the impact that rapidly evolving
massive stars have on the lower mass stars and their planetary systems still forming in
their immediate neighborhood, is presently only rudimentary. This emerging field has
profound importance for all that we think is known about star formation throughout
cosmic history.
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Fig. 3 — [left] HST/WFPC2 image of the polar jets and nearly edge-on protostellar disk around T Tauri
star HH 30 at ∼140 pc. [right] HST/ACS image of stellar nursery NGC 3603 in Carina. Hot, massive
stars dominate the light in this young Galactic cluster. Ultraviolet spectroscopy of individual objects is
required to assess the complex feedback between these extreme objects and the development of the far
more numerous, less massive stars. (NASA/ESA/STScI)

Tier 2 — Star formation within the Local Group Massive OB-stars have a profound
influence on their environments, ranging from destructive evaporation of molecular
clouds that curtails further star formation, to galactic-scale production of ionizing
radiation, galactic superwinds, and heavy elements that drive evolutionary processes
in galaxies and the cosmos itself. Intermediate to large andsmall-scale feedback is
the transition stage that corresponds to super bubbles and supernova remnants. But
neither how energy and mass are transferred to the surrounding interstellar medium
(ISM), nor the interactions and conditions at the boundary layer between hot and cold
phases of the ISM, is clearly understood. Nor do we fully understand star formation on
galactic scales — where it may be coherent and can propagate from one site to the next
— or the role of the pervasive, diffuse, warm ionized medium.Our Galaxy contains no
analogs of the violent star-forming environments that dominated the cosmic star for-
mation rate (SFR) at higher redshifts, when our Sun was born.And the limited range
in metallicity within the Milky Way hampers our attempts to f ully understand the im-
pact of this key parameter.SFOwould survey the nearest extragalactic testbeds — the
LMC and SMC — and solve these issues.SFC would expand the range in metallicity
by surveying other star-forming Local Group galaxies as well.

Fig. 4 — [left] Panoramic view of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, the nearest extragalactic
testbeds (Courtesy: W. Keel, U. Alabama). [right] Map of the ionized gas within the LMC (Henize 1956).
SFO and SFC will fully map both Clouds from 200–1100 nm through broad-band continuum and key
diagnostic narrow-band emission-line filters.

Tier 3 — Star formation out to the Virgo ClusterAt the present epoch, most of the
baryonic matter that condensed into galaxies is locked intostars. The stellar popula-
tions of galaxies not only record the history of baryonic matter, e.g., through chemical
abundances and stellar spatial distributions, but also itsrate of evolution via the star
formation process. The complex processes that convert dissipative ISM into collision-
less stars and shape the visible forms of galaxies are poorlyunderstood. Despite the
successes of CDM models in following the growth of dark matter structures, we still do
not understand the low numbers of visible dwarfs and satellite galaxies relative to the
predicted swarms around giant systems, nor the comparatively high angular momenta
and old ages of galactic disks. This may point at a fundamental lack of understanding
of the relevant star formation processes and their feedbackon galactic scales and in
different environments. Key diagnostics of stellar populations and their interactions
with the ISM are concentrated in the 100–1000 nm region. The UV — accessible only
from space — is especially critical for understanding massive stellar populations, while
the visible–near-IR probes HII regions and evolved stars. TheSFOand SFC concepts
uniquely fit this niche, combining a wide field, high spatial resolution, faint limiting
magnitude, and rich complement of 200–1100 nm broad-, medium-, and key narrow-
band filters.

Fig. 5 — Three views of nearby NGC 3738 (Irr) that highlight: [left] the spatial distribution of stellar
populations of various ages, [middle] the interplay between star formation and the ISM, and [right] the
relation between hot young stars and the ionized ISM. Whereas HST observations like these tend to be
shallow and rarely provide simultaneous full coverage through multiple filters and ∼

<10 pc resolution,
SFO and especiallySFC will not only allow systematic measurement of the star formation processes in
galaxies, but also of their surrounding satellite systems.

Tier 4 — Star formation at Cosmic DawnOur knowledge of the high-redshift universe
is gradually extending to z ≃ 6. Of particular note are the discoveries of the first
“complete” Gunn-Peterson troughs in the spectra ofz > 6 quasars and theWMAP
polarization measurements that together bracket the era ofcosmic reionization. The
exact time, or times, of this cosmic phase change is a fundamental parameter that tells
us both when the first generation of stars formed and how largetheir impact was on
their environment, on the formation of galaxies and their evolution. Presently, QSOs
suggest a late reionization, while both CMB and Lyα-emitting galaxies (forming mas-
sive galaxies) suggest an earlier reionization. Theory makes no prediction, allowing
both sharp and extended reionization histories. Whether and how the luminosity func-
tions (LFs) of Lyα-emitting galaxies and low-mass dwarf galaxies are evolving at z ∼

>6
is controversial but important: the faint-end slope of the LF determines the budget
of ionizing photons toward reionizing the universe. Atz ∼

<1, we only have a qualita-
tive grasp on how the cosmological constant3 has affected the merger rate of smaller
systems into more massive ones. And through it all, growth ofspheroids and super-
massive black holes (SMBHs) somehow has remained in lock-step. JWST and JDEM
will address some of these problems, but lackSFO/SFC’s combination of wide-field
and medium-band filters optimized for 6∼

< z ∼
<8 object searches.

Fig. 6 — Early-stage mergers identified in theHubble Ultra Deep Field (Straughn et al. 2006). Mor-
phologies such as these are rare in the local universe, but are commonly seen at high redshifts.

Science Goals and Objectives

Tier 1 We aim to assemble a complete census ofall high-mass star formation sites
within 2.5 kpc of the Sun. We need to conduct (1) a comprehensive, pan-chromatic,
wide-area imaging survey and (2) a far-UV spectroscopic survey of Young Stellar Ob-
jects (YSOs), protoplanetary disks, and their outflows. We aim to probe all aspects
of the star formation process in different star formation environments. We want to
learn how the detailed physical processes that operate on small scales (accretion, jets,
shocks, photo-evaporation, bubbles and bulk flows, SNRs) interact with those active on
galactic scales, and characterize their imprint on lower resolution measurements. We
aim to build the foundation for interpreting observations in more distant galaxies. The
data will resolve billions of individual stars within, and along sightlines toward, these
Galactic star-forming regions. We aim to learn if/how the Initial Mass Function (IMF)
varies with the mode of star formation and metallicity.

Tier 2 Moving outward, we will conduct a complete-area, panchromatic imaging sur-
vey of both Magellanic Clouds in broad-band and nebular emission-line filters and
far-UV spectroscopy of up to∼2000 OB-stars. We aim to (1) obtain a complete census
of the richly varied stellar populations within the Clouds; (2) investigate feedback from
massive stars, both in HII -region environments and in the diffuse, warm ISM, with ac-
cess to OVI and to H2 and HD at 30< T <300,000 K; (3) quantitatively parametrize
stellar clustering and star formation propagation; (4) determine how giant, starburst-
ing H II -regions like 30 Doradus differ from more modest HII -regions within the Milky
Way, and (5) determine the impact of metallicity by comparing broadly similar H II -
regions within the Magellanic Clouds and our Galaxy.

Tier 3 Next, we aim to image a sample of nearby galaxies out to the Virgo Cluster and
study their resolved and unresolved stellar populations, ISM, and immediate environ-
ments, in order to learn how their spatially resolved star formation histories and their
ISM feature depend on galaxy mass (from dwarf to giant), structural type (E, S0, Sa–
Sm, Im/Irr, and pathological morphologies that are rare today but common at high-z),
metallicity, satellite systems, and larger cosmic environments. Via far-UV spectroscopy
of background QSOs along sightlines through galaxies atz < 0.2, we aim to study the
interface between galaxies and the Intergalactic Medium (IGM), and look for miss-
ing baryons. We also wish to understand how disk/spheroid properties relate to their
galactic centers, and if/how disks are growing. We aim to sample the full parameter
space of physical conditions and environments in which stars form.

Tier 4 Lastly, we aim to understand in detail how galaxies formed from the perturba-
tions in the primordial density field, the original metal enrichment of the IGM, and the
late stages of its reionization through Lyα-emitters. We aim to sample the faint-end
of the galaxy LF at high significance from z ∼ 8 to 5 — the “cosmic dawn” of PopII

star formation and dwarf galaxy assembly — over an area that is sufficiently large to
be free of the strong spatial variations due to cosmic variance. These dwarfs likely
completed reionization of the universe. We furthermore aimto track the mass- and
environment-dependent galaxy assembly fromz ∼ 5 to 1 through early-stage mergers
(“ tadpole” galaxies) and constrain how3 affected galaxy assembly. By studying faint
variable objects — feeding weak AGN — we aim to understand howgrowth of SMBHs
and galaxy spheroids kept pace through feedback processes.

Fig. 7 — The far-UV is rich in diagnostics of interstellar gas. This FUSE spectrum is the best ever
obtained of an O4 supergiant in the LMC and shows the hundredsof narrow interstellar (dominated
by Lyman band transitions) and broad photospheric and stellar wind lines available at λ < 115 nm
(Tumlinson et al. 2002). SFOand Theia/UVSwould routinely produce such quality far-UV spectra.

The Star Formation Observatory(SFO)

SFO is a medium-class mission concept for a 1.65 m UV–Optical space telescope, pro-
posed to NASA in Nov 2007. The design under consideration, inserted in an L2 orbit,
will provide 100 times greater imaging efficiency and>10 times greater spectroscopic
efficiency below 115 nm than existed on previous missions.SFO combines focussed
capabilities unique to space and that no other planned NASA mission will provide.

The telescope is of a Three-Mirror Anastigmat (TMA) design and will feed two in-
struments: a near-UV/visible (200–1100 nm) wide-field dichroic camera, and a low-
and high-resolution (R ∼ 40, 000) UV (100-320 nm) spectrograph. To efficiently ac-
cess wavelengths shortward of 115 nm, we will use far-UV optimized Al+LiF mirror
coatings and recent advances in Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) detector technology. The
Observatory imager has a Focal Plane Array consisting of 3×3 3500×3500-pixel CCD
detectors, delivering a field of view in excess of 17′

×17′ (>250 arcmin2) and will use
a dichroic to create optimized UV/blue (200–517 nm) and red/near-IR (517–1100 nm)
channels for simultaneous observations in 2 bandpasses. Itemploys detectors that offer
substantial quantum efficiency gains and that suffer lower losses due to cosmic rays.
Both multi-band imaging and far-UV spectroscopy contribute essential information
that will revolutionize our understanding of the many complex aspects and interplays
of the star formation process.

Unique Science to be conducted bySFO)

• A stable focal-plane geometry combined with stable PSFs will permit unprecedented
precision in multi-epoch astrometry (proper motions)

• It also permits precision relative photometry at sub-milli mag level.

• SFO will measure supersonic outflows and stellar wind bubbles toa distance of
several kpc, the mildly supersonic protostellar outflows ofexpanding HII -regions to
∼1 kpc, as well as the motions within planetary nebulae and SNRs.

• SFO’s wavelength agility will for the first time provide a pan-chromatic (200–1100 nm)
database ofbillions of individual stars within and along lines of sight toward Galactic
star-forming regions.

• This means: robust discrimination between young, old, low-mass and high-mass
stars and a handle on the extent to which variations in the IMFbetween star-forming
regions depend on the mode of star formation.

• The SFOLMC/SMC survey will be unique in its powerful combination of 0.′′04–0.′′15
resolution, depth, and spatial coverage. No other existingof planned facility comes
even close.

• Combining imaging and far-UV spectroscopy,SFO will revolutionize our under-
standing of the physical processes responsible for the birth of stars and star clusters
through specific studies of the gaseous and stellar components of stellar nurseries in
different galactic environments.

• SFO’s 17′
×17′ FOV covers the main bodies of all but the very nearest few galaxies to

be observing in asinglepointing. It is therefore efficient to survey nearby galaxies.

• Its high angular resolution (0.′′04 at 200 nm) is essential for measuring properties of
sub-components within galaxies and resolve their brighterstellar populations.

• SFO’s mid-UV–near-IR colors allow separating effects due to age and extinction,
and the mid-UV enhances the sensitivity to differences in metallicity.

• The sky background in space beyond near-Earth orbit issubstantiallydarker than
from the ground, especially forλ < 400 nm andλ > 700 nm.

• SFO will be unique in its ability to obtain high-resolution pan-chromatic images
that are both very deep and cover a very wide field. By employing a dichroic and
simultaneous observations in a blue and red filter doubles its already high efficiency.

• Its UV–near-IR filter complement is ideally suited to probe the near, intermediate
and farthest reaches of the universe.

Fig. 8 — Optical paths and major telescope and instrument assemblies in SFO. The baseline optical
concept for the 1.65 m OTA derives from on-axis three-mirror anastigmat designs that rely on conic
sections to provide well-corrected imagery over a wide fieldof view.

Table 1 — Overview of science-driven technical requirements for SFO

Far-UV spectroscopy must be able to access O VI at 103.2 nm and discriminate sources on scales of ∼0.′′05

Resolving power: R ∼ 40,000 over 100–175 nm range (2 gratings)
lower-resolution covering full bandpass (1 grating)

Wavelength agility: optimized for 100–115 nm response access to full 100–175 nm range

Imaging requirements: FOV cannot be substantially smaller than 17′
×17′ (total area vs. depth requirement)

Focal plane geometry: stable to ∼
< 0.′′001 (0.017 pixel) stable for ∼

> 4 hrs
Point spread function: diffraction limited at ∼

> 200 nm and round to ∼
<10% stable to ∼

<10% for ∼
> 4 hrs

Pointing jitter: ∼
< 0.′′006 (0.1 pixel) stable for ∼

> 4 hrs
Photometricity: amplifier gain, A/D conversion, QE, stable to ∼10−5 stable for ∼

> 4 hrs
Wavelength agility: peak response 99%; ∼

>40% over 210–1050 nm range access to full 200–1100nm range

Filter requirements: wheels must hold at least 10 blue and 12 red filters (goal: 2×12 filters)

Broadband: F250W F275X∗ F336W F438W F625W F775W F850W
UV2 UVW u B r i z

Mediumband: F218M F547M F980M F1020M F1050M F1080M
UV1 y Ly α z∼7.2 Y /Lyα z∼7.4 Ly α z∼7.6 Ly α z∼7.8

Narrowband †: F280N F373N F469N F487N F502N F631N F656N F673N F953N
Mg II [O II] He II Hβ [O III] [O I] Hα [S II] [S III]

∗Ultra-wide UV filter with λc ∼275 nm and FWHM ∼100 nm; †narrow-band filters must capture emission redshifted to
∼3000 km s−1.

The Star Formation Camera(SFC)

SFC is a proposed instrument for a 4 m space telescope, named “Theia”, that is cur-
rently under study (P.I. D. Spergel).Theia requires insertion into an L2 halo orbit and
will be equipped with a total of three main instruments: the eXtrasolar Planet Char-
acterizer(XPC; P.I. D. Spergel, Princeton), a coronagraph that works in concert with
a free-flying occulter spacecraft; theUltraViolet Spectrograph(UVS; P.I. K. Sembach,
STScI), a far-UV spectrograph that will provide high-resolution ( R ∼30, 000) access to
wavelengths as short as 100 nm; and theStar Formation Camera(SFC; P.I. P. Scowen,
ASU), a near-UV/visible (190–1100 nm) wide-field dichroic camera.

Like SFO, Theiaemploys a Three-Mirror Anastigmat (TMA) design. While its 4 m pri-
mary mirror will have a Al+MgF 2 overcoat, its secondary will be Al+LiF overcoated to
provide UVSaccess to wavelengths shortward of 115 nm.SFCwill provide diffraction-
limited imaging at 300 nm and, with minimal dithering, will a llow Nyquist sampling
of the 4 m PSF over the full 190–1100 nm wavelength range. Its has a field of view of
∼19′

×15′ (>275 arcmin2), sampled with 0.′′018×0.′′018 pixels, and will use a dichroic to
create optimized UV/blue (190–517 nm) and Red/near-IR (517–1100 nm) channels for
simultaneous observations in 2 bandpasses. Its massive Focal Plane Arrays will employ
detectors that offer substantial quantum efficiency gains and that suffer lower losses
due to cosmic rays.

The telescope and camera design under consideration will provide>100 times greater
imaging efficiency than existed on previous missions and open up a new regime in
wide-field high-angular resolution imaging, allowing significant resolution into stars of
galaxies out to the Virgo Cluster.

Unique Science to be conducted byTheia / SFO+UVS

• All SFOhas to offer and more:

• Reach fainter down the stellar luminosity function, thanks in part to the higher
angular resolution which translates into a reduction in crowding.

• All galaxies within the Local Group will be highly resolved into stars, likely down to
approximately solar-mass stars (depending on stellar surface density).

• Resolve stars at the Tip of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB) withingalaxies at distances
out to the Virgo Cluster, instead of just within ∼5 Mpc.

• SFC has a larger filter complement, fine-tuned to the specific needs of Galactic and
Local Group, general extragalactic, and cosmological surveys.

• Permit spatially resolving bipolar jets and outflows in both imaging and far-UV
spectroscopy providing access to their detailed kinematics on scales∼<1 AU.

• Permit a complete far-UV spectroscopic census ofall OB-stars within the Magellanic
Clouds.

• Permit access to AB∼>19 mag QSOs as background sources for far-UV OVI absorp-
tion spectroscopy of galaxies at0 < z < 0.5 and, hence, many more sightlines through
a given galaxy.

• SinceTheia would be a flagship-class mission, it would have a 10 year rather than
a 3–5 year lifetime, most of which would be available to the astronomical community
through a General Observer (GO) program.

Table 2 — Overview of science-driven technical requirements for UVS and SFC.∗

Far-UV Spectroscopy: (UVS) must be able to access O VI at 103.2 nm and discriminate sources on scales of ∼0.′′05

Resolving power: R ∼
> 30,000 over 100–175 nm range (2 or 3 gratings)

lower-resolution covering larger bandpass 1 or 2 gratings)
Wavelength agility: optimized for 100–115 nm response access to full 100–175 nm range

Imaging requirements: FOV cannot be substantially smaller than 19′
×15′ (total area vs. depth requirement)

Focal plane geometry: stable to ∼
<0.′′00045(0.025 pixel) stable for ∼

>4 hrs
Point spread function: diffraction limited at ≥300 nm and round to ∼

<10% stable to ∼
<10% for ∼

>4 hrs
Pointing stability: jitter ∼

<0.′′004/sec (3 σ ) / drift ∼
<0.′′001per 600 sec stable for ∼

>4 hrs
Photometricity: amplifier gain, A/D conversion, and QE stable to ∼10−5 stable for ∼

>4 hrs
Wavelength agility: peak response 99%; ∼

> 40% over 200–1050 nm range access to full 190–1100 nm range

Filter requirements: wheels must hold at least 16 blue and 18 red filters (goal: 2 × 18 filters)

Blue Channel: F212M F262W F280N F330W F372N F432W F486N F502N
UV1 UV2 Mg II u [O II] B Hβ [O III]
212.8 262.3 280.9 330.2 373.5 432.7 486.1 502.3
30.0 65.0 3.5 70.0 1.5 67.5 1.6 5.0

F241X F278XX F312X F385X F467X F373N F470N F487N
UVX1 UVXX UVX2 UB g [O II] He II Hβ

241.0 278.7 312.5 385.9 467.9 374.0 470.1 487.8
68.5 124.0 67.0 80.3 89.7 4.0 4.7 4.9

Red Channel: F547M F612W F632N F656N F658N F775W F885W F956N F990M
y R [O I] Hα [N II] i z [S III] Y

547.1 612.0 632.1 656.4 658.5 775.3 885.9 956.3 989.6
47.5 81.5 6.3 2.0 2.0 100.0 110.0 9.6 52.0

F578X F659N F674N F707X F867X F920M F948M F980M F1020M
V (Hα+[N II]) [S II] I Z Lyαz∼6.6 Lyαz∼6.8 Lyαz∼7.1 Lyαz∼7.4

579.7 659.5 674.7 707.4 870.6 920.0 948.0 979.7 1020.6
116.8 8.7 8.1 143.5 174.5 28.1 28.0 35.7 27.9

∗For each filter, the four rows list the filter name, an alias or feature the filter aims to capture, the central wavelength
(in nm) and FWHM in nm. Most narrow-band filters are sufficiently wide (1%) and centered to accomodate relative
velocities with respect to the Sun of −500 ∼

< cz ∼
< +2500 km/s. Within our own Galaxy and in the Local Group, Hα and

[N II] emission must be separable, requiring the narrower F656N and F658N, and also the narrower F372N and F486N
filters (−500 ∼

< cz ∼
< +500 km/s).
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